The advent of accelerator-driven free-electron lasers (FEL) has opened new avenues for high-resolution structure determination via diffraction methods that go far beyond conventional x-ray crystallography methods 1-10 . These techniques rely on coherent scattering processes that require the maintenance of first-order coherence of the radiation field throughout the imaging procedure. Here we show that higher-order degrees of coherence, displayed in the intensity correlations of incoherently scattered xrays from an FEL, can be used to image two-dimensional objects with a spatial resolution close to or even below the Abbe limit. This constitutes a new approach towards structure determination based on incoherent processes 11,12 , including Compton scattering, fluorescence emission or wavefront distortions, generally considered detrimental for imaging applications. Our method is an extension of the landmark intensity correlation measurements of Hanbury Brown and Twiss 13 to higher than second-order paving the way towards determination of structure and dynamics of matter in regimes where coherent imaging methods have intrinsic limitations 14 .
The advent of accelerator-driven free-electron lasers (FEL) has opened new avenues for high-resolution structure determination via diffraction methods that go far beyond conventional x-ray crystallography methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . These techniques rely on coherent scattering processes that require the maintenance of first-order coherence of the radiation field throughout the imaging procedure. Here we show that higher-order degrees of coherence, displayed in the intensity correlations of incoherently scattered xrays from an FEL, can be used to image two-dimensional objects with a spatial resolution close to or even below the Abbe limit. This constitutes a new approach towards structure determination based on incoherent processes 11, 12 , including Compton scattering, fluorescence emission or wavefront distortions, generally considered detrimental for imaging applications. Our method is an extension of the landmark intensity correlation measurements of Hanbury Brown and Twiss 13 to higher than second-order paving the way towards determination of structure and dynamics of matter in regimes where coherent imaging methods have intrinsic limitations 14 .
The discovery by Hanbury Brown and Twiss of photon bunching of thermal light 15 and its use for the determination of the angular diameter of stars by measuring spatial photon correlations 13 was a hallmark experiment for the development of modern quantum optics 16 .
The subsequent quantum mechanical description of photon correlations by Glauber paved the way for a generalised concept of optical coherence 17 that is founded on the analysis of correlation functions of order m rather than the 1 st -order coherence. For example, the spatial 2 nd -order photon correlation function (2) ( , ) expresses the probability to detect a photon at position given that a photon is recorded at position . In the case of two incoherent sources (2) ( , ) displays a cosine modulation which oscillates at a spatial frequency depending on the source separation 18, 19 . In this way interference fringes show up even in the complete absence of 1 st -order coherence, allowing for the extraction of structural information from incoherently emitting objects. This has been applied in earth-bound stellar interferometry to measure the angular diameter of stars with 100-fold increased resolution 13 or to reveal the spatial and statistical properties of pulsed FEL sources 20, 21 .
Extending this concept to arbitrary arrangements of incoherently scattering emitters enables one to use intensity correlations for imaging applications. This has been demonstrated recently for one-dimensional arrays of emitters in the visible range of the spectrum 22-24 where a spatial resolution even below the canonical Abbe limit has been achieved. Here, we go still further and employ the method to image arbitrary two-dimensional objects which incoherently scatter XUV radiation, thus opening up a new approach for x-ray structure determination.
The experiment has been performed at the PG2 beamline of the FLASH FEL facility at DESY, Hamburg 25 . The scheme of the setup is shown in Fig. 1a . The FEL runs in a 10 Hz pulsed mode (τpulse ≈ 60 fs) at a center wavelength of λ = 13.2 nm (for experimental details see 21 ).
After passing a monochromator to limit the bandwidth to 0.1% (± 0.013 nm), the FEL beam impinges on a slowly moving diffusor converting the spatially highly coherent light of the FEL to quasi-monochromatic pseudo-thermal light with a far field speckle pattern that fluctuates randomly from shot to shot but is stationary for each pulse 26 . This ensures that any sets of scatterers illuminated by the light field from the diffusor act as ensembles of incoherent sources emitting independently from each other (see Supplementary material). In our experiment, a two-dimensional object mask is placed behind the diffusor, consisting of six square-cut holes in a hexagonal arrangement to mimic the carbon atoms in a benzene molecule emitting incoherent fluorescence radiation. The structure of this object is characterised by a set of nine spatial frequency vectors = � = � , , , � = �ℎ , ⁄ , ℎ , ⁄ �, = 1, … ,9� , determined by the nine different source separation vectors = �ℎ , , ℎ , �, = 1, … 9, connecting the artificial atoms, i.e., the holes in the mask, as shown in Fig. 1b .
The resulting intensity patterns are recorded in the far-field for each pulse individually (see Fig. 2a ). By correlating the intensities ( ) at different positions , = 1, … , , for each pulse and averaging the result over many pulses we obtain the m th -order intensity correlation
Our imaging algorithm is based on extracting the set of spatial frequency vectors of the unknown source distribution -assumed to be placed on a 2D lattice -from the higher-order intensity correlations ( ) ; the source geometry in real space is then reconstructed from (see Supplementary material). In the intensity correlations of 2 nd order the entire set of spatial frequency vectors appears, hence the number of parameters to be fitted and extracted from (2) is particularly large, especially in the case of a data set with low signal to noise ratio. In contrast, measuring intensity correlations of higher than 2 nd order allows to split the information, as only a subset of spatial frequencies appears within a given correlation order m (see below). This leads to a significantly reduced number of fit parameters to be determined from each correlation function ( ) , allowing to reveal with substantially increased accuracy 24 . In certain cases even a numerical aperture smaller than required by the canonical Abbe limit allows to determine , leading to a spatial resolution below the classical diffraction limit (see Supplementary material). As an example, we consider (4) ( 1 ; ) with three detectors located at the MP along the xdirection (see Fig. 1 ). In this case only the spatial frequency vectors ), respectively. The 2D fit allows to access the set of spatial frequencies (4) displayed by
The set of spatial frequency vectors thus obtained is shown in Tab. 1. Note that since some spatial frequencies match the filtering condition for more than one correlation order they can be accessed from correlation functions ( ) ( 1 ; ) of different orders m. However, it turns out, that the values for and thus obtained deviate from each other by less than 1%. Besides the positions of the sources, the correlation signals also contain information about the size of the sources as their finite extension translates into sinc-shaped envelopes in x-and ydirection of ( ) ( 1 ; ) (see Supplementary material). Merging the extracted fit parameters, i.e., the spatial frequencies of ( ) ( 1 ; ) for m = 3, 4, 5, as well as their envelopes, we are able to determine the entire benzene structure. The result is shown in Fig. 3 .
The reconstruction of the source geometry using our approach proves to be extremely robust against intensity and frequency fluctuations of the scattered light 24 . In particular, the method allows to reconstruct the source arrangement in complete absence of 1 st -order coherence, e.g., due to imperfect optics that leads to wave front distortions or vanishing coherent diffraction signals. Such aspects become increasingly important with decreasing wavelength. Thus imaging applications in the regime of hard x-rays, where 1 st -order coherence is readily compromised by imperfect optical elements, will especially benefit from our imaging technique.
The method has further great potential for imaging with intense sources of x-rays, where a significant part of the emission and scattering occurs incoherently due to inelastic processes like Compton scattering or associated with the strong electromagnetic driving 11 . The approach will therefore become increasingly relevant for imaging with existing and future laser sources in the regime of hard x-rays, especially with respect to the ultimate goal of single-molecule imaging 9, 10 . Note that the method can also be combined with novel techniques like macromolecular imaging from imperfect crystals 27 where the single-molecule scattering signal is discriminated with high signal-to-noise ratio against the coherent Bragg peaks from the crystalline structure. Moreover, applying the technique to the detection of resonance fluorescence as an intrinsically incoherent scattering process enables element-specific imaging applications. Finally, it should be emphasised that the role of photons can be taken by any other bosonic particle. Using correlation functions based on anti-commutation relations, our imaging method could be further extended to fermions, i.e., pulsed beams of electrons and possibly also pulsed neutrons from spallation neutron sources. 
Supplementary material Creation of x-ray photons
To generate XUV photons, the FLASH FEL was operated in a 10 Hz single pulse mode with six undulator modules and total undulator length of 30 m. The electron bunch charge was 0.3 nC, and the electron beam energy 678.0 MeV. The average photon pulse length, deduced from a statistical analysis of the FEL pulses 21 , was below 60 fs (FWHM) and the average photon pulse energy 25 µJ. The central wavelength , measured at the PG2 beamline in spectrometer mode, was 13.2 nm (93.93 eV) with a spectral bandwidth of 1.1%. With an exit slit opening of 300 µm, the monochromator settings allow a bandpass filtering to 0.096% (0.09 eV). With four C-coated mirrors, one grating and the slit bandpass used, the beamline transmission was 2%.
Generation of pseudo-thermal light
The coherent x-ray beam impinges on a diffusor produced from spin coating a 18, 19, 26 . To ensure that each single shot is an independent realisation of a chaotic light field, the diffusor was constantly moved laterally with a speed of 0.02 mm/s during measurements so that every laser pulse impinges on a different part of the diffuser and creates during each laser pulse a different stationary speckle pattern (see Fig. 
2(a)).
A mask with six holes in a hexagonal structure mimicking a benzene molecule was placed behind the diffusor. The mask was made by perforating a 3 4 substrate of 200 nm thickness with focused ion beam technique producing six free-standing square holes with equal side length = 4.0 µm, arranged in a hexagonal geometry with grid constants = 5.0 µm and = 8.7 µm in x-and y-direction, respectively (see Fig. 1 ). The opacity of the mask is increased by evaporating ≈ 340 nm thick gold layer onto the mask's surface.
The mask was located at a distance of 10 mm behind the diffusor ensuring that many coherence cells are located within the area of each hole. In this way, each hole acts as an independent source of pseudo-thermal light, whose lateral coherence length in the far field is defined according to van Cittert-Zernike theorem by the side lengths of the holes 18 .
Measurement of higher-order intensity correlations
In order to record higher order intensity correlations, a CCD camera (Andor iKon-L 936) with 2048 × 2048 pixels of size 13.5 × 13.5 µ 2 was placed behind the hole mask at a distance = 275 mm. This yields a lateral coherence length of ≈ 1.3 mm at the CCD which extends over many pixels, a prerequisite to resolve the higher-order intensity correlations. Due to the limited read out speed of the CCD, a dynamic beam shutter with a frequency of 1 Hz was used, blocking the beam for the whole exposure but the duration of a single pulse. Each pixel of the CCD can be considered to be an individual photon detector. In order to calculate the m th -order spatial intensity correlation function 
Imaging algorithm
To apply our imaging algorithm we need to translate particular pixel positions on the CCD to from the position 3 of the third detector. This process can be applied equally to the y-direction, providing access to . Knowing and , the pixel positions representing the MP for any correlation order m can be calculated in the x-and the y-direction.
In the evaluation of the experiment, the m-1 fixed pixels were set to the MP along the x-axis in the center of a given subregion, and two-dimensional correlation functions 
Error discussion
The statistical error of the experimentally obtained spatial frequencies was estimated by comparing measurements 
Explanation of the frequency filtering process
To illustrate the frequency filtering process we consider the quantum mechanical expression of the m th -order correlation functions Hence, although the filtering process targets only the x-components of the spatial frequencies, the y-components appear alongside with the x-components in the two-dimensional correlation function ( ) ( ;
). An analogue argumentation holds for ( ) ( ; ) , i.e., placing the − 1 fixed detectors at the MP along the y-direction.
Resolution power
Our imaging algorithm requires a certain numerical aperture in the detection plane to determine the spatial frequencies and thus to reconstruct the unknown emitter geometry. From classical optics and Abbes resolution limit we know that the numerical aperture required to
